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Playground or Sewer?Playground or Sewer?



Burnt Bridge CreekBurnt Bridge Creek



Stubble FieldsStubble Fields



Habitat for Endangered Habitat for Endangered SandhillSandhill
Cranes and Other, More Common Cranes and Other, More Common 
Species, Including Canada GeeseSpecies, Including Canada Geese



Large Flocks of Large Flocks of 
Canada Geese Canada Geese 



Heron RookeryHeron Rookery



Recreational Facilities:Recreational Facilities:
-- swimming, boat moorages,swimming, boat moorages,



-- a public access boat ramp,a public access boat ramp,



--playgrounds and playgrounds and 
sports fieldssports fields



““WatchableWatchable”” WildlifeWildlife





ArtificialArtificial SolutionsSolutions
-- planted exotic game birds planted exotic game birds ……



-- Highly modified landscapesHighly modified landscapes



Working Against Nature

-- or working with it?or working with it?



The solutions of the 70’s have been 
only partially successful:

The lake is a recreational The lake is a recreational 
resource, but it must be closed resource, but it must be closed 
during some prime recreational during some prime recreational 
months, due to the presence of months, due to the presence of 

toxic, blue toxic, blue -- green algae.green algae.



And, unless 
you are a 
dedicated 

carp 
fisherman…



It’s just 
another 
muddy 

carp hole !



Maintaining a large, recreational lake 
against the pressures of natural and 
human – induced eutrophication has 

proven to be very expensive, and 
somewhat unsuccessful.

Perhaps we should consider Perhaps we should consider 
working with nature, rather working with nature, rather 

than against it.than against it.



A possibility to consider:



Develop a smaller, deeper lake, dedicated toDevelop a smaller, deeper lake, dedicated to
water contact sports and recreation, in the water contact sports and recreation, in the 

existing lake area next to Vancouver Lake Park.existing lake area next to Vancouver Lake Park.



With properly timed flows from the With properly timed flows from the 
existing flushing channel, such a lake existing flushing channel, such a lake 
could be maintained much more easily could be maintained much more easily 

than the much larger, existing lake.than the much larger, existing lake.



The, larger, remaining portion of the lake The, larger, remaining portion of the lake 
could be separated from the smaller lake could be separated from the smaller lake 
through water control structures, such as through water control structures, such as 

these gates and dikes.these gates and dikes.



With assistance from us, it With assistance from us, it 
could evolve into a valuable, could evolve into a valuable, 
easily maintained wetland.easily maintained wetland.



Large Woody DebrisLarge Woody Debris



Heron and Egret HabitatHeron and Egret Habitat



It’s up to us.
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